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An Innovative and rich fusion of jazzy trip hop/pop grooves, smooth vocals, powerful melodies and lush

harmony. 12 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Crooners/Vocals, ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover Details:

Lin's gorgeous, floating vocals caress beautiful and unforgettable melodies. Seductive harmonies weave

and entwine through shimmering string arrangements. Classy grooves, intoxicating rhythms and powerful

bass lines -a heady mix! This is the little black cocktail dress of trip pop. 'Vulnerability' is brimming with

quality. So that you can make up your own mind we have provided sound clips for every song. Lin was a

finalist in this year's 'UK Songwriting Contest' with the track 'Dancing Through The Night'. Its inspiration -

the summer Fiesta in Malaga, Spain. For seven continuous days and nights the streets are filled with

dancing, laughter and music. If you love life you'll love this! 'Baby Come Home'. Originally this song was

written for all the women whose guys go off to fight in the many conflicts in this sometimes crazy

world-but it is a song for anyone whose loved one is far from home. Slow down... uncork the wine... dim

the lights.... and let the warmth of Lin's music caress you. ''Wow, what a cool recording. This is

somewhere between jazz and AAA with a little electronic spice thrown in. Cremore's voice is clear,

smooth and sultry and is a perfect match for this genre. The music is professional sounding as is the

production and the songs are well written and complex. A class act all around. Stand out songs: "Dancing

through the Night", "You Make Me Weak" and "Sitting on a Star" (which makes me think of Mary Tyler

Moore for some reason). These are all really good songs however. Check out "Vulnerability" for yourself.''

Review by Amy Producer of Collected Sounds
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